
URSUIT CORDURA, LADY

Extremely durable drysuit for the most

demanding dives, with lady t

2 580,00 € 

Estimated delivery time
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DESCRIPTION

Ursuit Cordura FZ is developed for demanding wreck and technical diving operations, which cannot be compromised by

suit breakage. Cordura coated three-layer fabric provides the best possible abrasion and tear resistance, as well as high

class durability. One of Cordura's essential guidelines is the Heavy Light –philosophy, which incorporates heavy

performance underwater with lightness and ease above water. In addition of durability and modi able features, this is one

of the most common reasons why so many defence forces around the world have chosen Cordura. Front zipper allows the

user to don the suit without assistance. The cover ap on the dry zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt, as well as

prevents the jacket from rubbing against the zipper teeth. The suit has integrated suspenders, which together with the

crotch strap enable a telescopic waist structure. These features make the suit feel like a regular garment, and adapt to

user's movements smoothly. The revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders enable excellent mobility. The crotch seam is

renewed to prevent wear-and-tear and to provide even better abrasion resistance. The Flat Seam –structure enables a

durable and exible seam, which removes uneven layers within the seam. The seam is nished with a taping on both sides.

The Cordura FZ has additional Cordura -reinforcements on the crotch, bottom, elbows and knees. Roomy and easy

accessible Tech-pockets, with integrated D-ring and bungee loops. A small pocket on the ap with zipper closure.

Size guide

How to dress a drysuit -video
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